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Abstract

We developed a variable neighborhood search heuristic and a mixed integer pro-
gramming model for the identical parallel machine scheduling problem with se-
quence dependent setup time. For this problem, we consider minimizing two ob-
jectives, which are the makespan and the flow time. The heuristic proposed has a
constructive procedure to build initial solutions, five neighborhood structures, and
a local search based on the variable neighborhood descent. Computational experi-
ments indicate that the heuristic is very fast and can return better solutions than
the model since it found 90% of the best solutions. It also outperformed all solutions
computed with the longest processing time and the shortest processing time rules,
both commonly adopted for scheduling problems.
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1 Introduction

Determining the best sequence to schedule n jobs, each job with a given pro-
cessing time and sequence dependent setup time, on m identical parallel ma-
chines, is a practical problem which has applications in manufacturing, air
traffic control, project management, among others. This problem is NP-hard
if we are interested in minimizing the total time when scheduling all jobs [11].
An extensive survey of scheduling problems involving setup times and costs
was presented in [1].

In the three-field notation, the identical parallel machine scheduling prob-
lem is denoted as Pm|Sij|Cmax if minimizing the makespan (the completion
time of the last job). On the other hand, it is denoted as Pm|Sij|

∑
Ci if

minimizing the total flow time (the sum of the completion time of all jobs). In
this paper, we consider both objectives simultaneously, such that the notation
Pm|Sij|Cmax,

∑
Ci is adopted. By considering these two objectives together,

there is a reduction in the time in which the shop should operate, in addition
to making better use of available resources, then there will be a reduction in
the production costs [9].

Regarding the minimization of the flow time, Gupta and Ho [6] proposed
an optimization algorithm considering two identical machines when know-
ing the optimal makespan value in advance. Under a hierarchical approach,
Gupta and Ruiz-Torres [5] considered the minimization of the makespan but
with the optimal flow time known for which they proposed a heuristic combin-
ing a list-scheduling procedure with a backtracking algorithm. A multi start
simulated annealing algorithm for a permutation flow shop problem with the
minimization of the makespan and the total flow time was proposed in [9]. It
is important to mention that there are few studies involving parallel machine
problems solved with variable neighborhood search based heuristics [2,3,4].

2 Mathematical Model

A mixed integer programming (MIP) model for the Pm|Sij|Cmax,
∑

Ci is pre-
sented next. We consider the minimization of the makespan and the flow time
together in which a factor α is used to weigh one in relation to the other,
forming a linear combination. The parameters used in the model are: J, the
set of n + 1 jobs in which “0” is a fictitious job; M, the set of m identical
machines; pi, the processing time of job i, for all i ∈ J , except for p0 = 0;
and, sij, the setup time when processing job j immediately after job i, for
all i, j ∈ J . If i = j or conversely i �= j but i = 0 (j = 0), then the setup
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